Abstract. With the improvement of display manufacturing technology ,4K LCD of Ultra High Definition resolution emerges as the times require.In order to realize five view auto-stereoscopic display on 4K LCD and make people get the more shocking stereo vision from multi angle,a five view Ultra High Definition stereo video format conversion system was proposed in this article.This system uses Kintex-7 FPGA as the main processing chip,completes a series of image processing functions combined with the HDMI input and output card.And finally a strong 5 view stereo display on 4K LCD without loss of resolution is achieved.
Introduction
Nowadays, more and more stereoscopic products come into our daily life. They can be used in many aspects of society, such as education, science, entertainment, medical industry, aerospace field, military training, architecture modeling and etc.Especially,with the improvement of display manufacturing technology,4K LCD of Ultra High Definition resolution comes into our daily life [1] .If we can realize five view auto-stereoscopic display on 4K LCD,people will get more shocking stereo vision [2] .
However,the traditional software algorithm processing speed is too slow,not stable,and costs high..If we can break through these limitations,develop a ultra high definition stereo video format conversion system of multi view which has low cost,high speed,strong stability,it will have a great significance [3] .This paper has developed a system,it uses Kintex-7 FPGA as the main processing chip [4] ,completes a series of image processing functions combined with the HDMI input and output card.Finally a strong 5 view stereo display on 4K LCD without loss of resolution is achieved [5] .
Description of the Xth view
Generally,there are two ways for the acquisition of multi-view images,by rendering or by photographing. Both of the ways, 5 cameras(camera1,camera2,camera3,camera4,camera5) are located at 5 different positions with reasonable interval space, as shown in Figure 1 . 
Principle of the system
The system is ultra high stereo video format conversion sytem of five view,it consists of five physically separated components.They are PC, HDMI1.4 input card[6],Kintex-7 FPGA board,HDMI1.4 output card,4K LCD. the overview of the whole system is shown in Fig.3 . The full view format video source from PC gets into HDMI1.4 input card,then the output video of HDMI1.4 input card gets into the Kintex-7 FPGA motherboard.The transform algorithm from the full view format video to five view auto-stereoscopic format video is completed inside Kintex-7 FPGA .After conversion algorithm,the five view auto-stereoscopic format video gets into the HDMI1.4 output card.Finally,the five view auto-stereoscopic format video is displayed on 4K LCD,then a strong 5 view stereo display without loss of resolution on 4K LCD is achieved.
The Ultra High Difinition Stereo Video Format Conversion
The output video format of HDMI1.4 input card is full view format,which has the resolution of 3840*2160.In order to realize the conversion from the full view format video to five view autostereoscopic format video,we have developed the Scaler algorithm [7] ,the 90 degree image rotation algorithm [8] and the five view image fusion algorithm.
The Scaler algorithm mainly completed the pixel amplification from the HDMI1.4 input siganl.That is,we finally get 2304 lines from 2160 lines through the Scaler algothrim.The mininum Scaler unit expanded 15 pixels to 16 pixels. The 90 degree image rotation algorithm mainly rotates the image after Scaler 90 degrees clockwise.Then the first view is in 0-767 line,the second view is in 768-1535line,the third view is in1536-2303 line,the fourth view is in 2304-3071 line,the fifth view is in 3072-3839 line.The five view image fusion algorithm mainly fusion the five view image according to the 5view fusion mode of 4K LCD.
FPGA control principle of the 5 view stereoscopic video format conversion
In the five view ultra high definition stereo video format conversion system,These requirements must be met : the high video stream processing speed,enough storage resources and the IP cores can meet the design requirements [9] .Therefore,we choose the Kintex-7 FPGA based on 28nm technology as the main processing chip. A detailed block diagram inside the FPGA is shown in Fig.4 . 
Clock Generation Module and Video Timing Generation Module
Clock generation module CLK_GEN produced FPGAinternal clock signal and reset signal [10] .It receives 200MHz on-board crystal oscillator clock, generates a 148.5MHz pixel clock to the HDMI output control module in DDR3_2_HDMI.Once the system is on power,the reset signal function as a global reset,so that the whole system is in the initial predictable state.The timing generation module is used for HDMI output control module DDR3_2_HDMI,which generates the HDMI 4K2K timing of the HDMI output interface,controls the fusion pixel output.
The HDMI output video timing is shown in Fig.5 Fig .5 The HDMI1.4 output video timing 4.2 HDMI input control module HDMI_2_DDR3 Figure 6 shows the algorithm diagram of the HDMI input control module.This algorithm adopts Ping pang switch,one buffer is used as write buffer,the other buffer is used as read buffer.So that Ping pang switch can avoid write-read conflict [11] .In order to realize 90 degrees rotation,Rotate Control module completes these functions:put the n(0-3839)column pixel address into the corresponding n line address inside DDR3 SDARM [12] .Besides,write the effective pixels to DDR3 SDARAM with AXI4 bus timing. Fig.6 The HDMI input control module
HDMI output control module DDR3_2_HDMI
HDMI output control module realize three functions:1.generate 4K2K video timing,namely Video Timing Generator in Figure 8 ,so that the HDMI output interface can display the right pixels. 2.generate the AXI4 bus timing,read the 5 view pixels from DDR3 SDRAM .3. Read out the fusion pixels based on 4K LCD 5 view fusion mode. Figure 7 shows HDMI output control module. Fig.7 The HDMI output control module 4.4 HDMI input register configuration module and HDMI output register configuration module HDMI input register configuration module HDMIRX_REG_CFG, HDMI output register configuration module HDMITX_REG_CFG respectively using IIC protocol to configure the HDMI1.4 video decoding chip and HDMI1.4 video encoding chip.
Experimental results
A set of system was established as Figure 8 .First of all,the PC graphics output full view format video,this full view format video get into HDMI input card,the Kintex-7 motherboard completes the conversion algorithm from full view format image source to five view stereo format image.The five view stereo format image gets into HDMI output card.At last,the multi view stereo format video was displayed on 4K LCD. A shock stereo vision was achieved. Fig.8 The system establishment The full view format image before fusion is shown in Fig.9 . The 5 view stereo format image after fusion is shown in Fig.10 . Fig.9 the full view format image Fig.10 The 5 view stereo format image
Conclusions
This paper proposed a ultra high definition stereo video format conversion of five view. It meets people's need on multi view stereo format video on 4K LCD in a situation that 4K LCD are more and more popular.Compared with tradictional software algorithm,this system has many advantages: low cost,strong stability,high speed and so on.From the previous sections we can see,this system can process high speed ,large capacity video stream via som technologies.The system test result also indicated that,this deign worked perfectly inside Kintex-7 FPGA.The system can be used in military field, medical field, home audio field, the field of machine vision, our future work is to optimize the design, design a better stereo video format conversion system board.
